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Abstract

Multiple external representations (MERs) play an important role in the learning field of

mathematics. Whereas the cognitive theory of multimedia learning and the integrative

text and picture comprehension model assume that the heterogeneous combination of

symbolic and analogous representations fosters learning; the design, functions, and

tasks framework holds that learning benefits depend on the specific functions of MERs.

The current paper describes a conceptual replication study of one of the few studies

comparing single representations, heterogeneous, and homogeneous MERs in the con-

text of mathematics learning. In a balanced incomplete block design, the participants

were provided single representations (a graphic, text, or formula) or a heterogeneous

(e.g., text + graphic) or homogeneous (text + formula) combination of these to solve lin-

ear system of equations problems. In accordance with previous research, performance

was superior in conditions providing MERs compared to single-representation condi-

tions. Moreover, heterogeneous MERs led to time savings over homogeneous MERs

which triggered an increase in cognitive load. Contrary to previous research, text was

the least fixated representation whereas the graphical representation proved to be most

beneficial. With regard to practical implications, experts should be fostered through

more challenging homogeneous MERs whereas novices should be supported through

the accessible graphic contained in heterogeneous MERs.

K E YWORD S

eye tracking, linear systems of equations, mathematics, multimedia effect, multiple external

representations

1 | INTRODUCTION

There is consensus on the importance of multiple representations for

learning in the field of mathematics. Accordingly, representation

competency represents one of the seven fundamental mathematical

capabilities of the PISA mathematics framework (Organization for

Economic Cooperation and Development [OECD], 2013) and is char-

acterized as the ability to employ, interpret, and translate between

tables, diagrams, pictures, and specific symbolic representations like

equations or formulas (Niss, 2015). Although the significance of math-

ematical representations in education is indisputable, teachers may
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not automatically recognize the crucial role of using multiple represen-

tations of a particular topic or task in mathematics (Dreher & Kuntze,

2015). This might be due to the ambiguous and complex impact of

multiple representations: On the one hand, they can facilitate under-

standing, whereas on the other hand, they can be too complex, there-

fore hampering learning.

Several theoretical approaches have been used to explain the

effect of multiple external representations (MERs). According to the

cognitive theory of multimedia learning (CTML; Mayer, 2005) and the

integrative text and picture comprehension (ITPC) model (Schnotz,

2005), one can assume that combining a symbolic and an analogous

representation (mainly text and picture) works well for learning and

problem solving (Hu, Chen, Li, & Huang, 2019) because the learners

can profit from dual processing in working memory. The Design, Func-

tions, Tasks (DeFT) framework (Ainsworth, 2006), however, purposes

that learning benefits heavily depend on the specific functions of

MERs. In contrast to the CTML and the ITPC model, MERs combining

representations of similar kinds of code (e.g., both symbolic, such as

formula and text) may still foster learning and problem solving.

Ott, Brünken, Vogel, and Malone (2018) conducted one of the

few studies that has attempted to shed light on this controversy by

systematically investigating the effects of and the mechanisms by

which heterogeneous (different codes) and homogeneous (similar

code) multiple representations are processed. The authors found evi-

dence for the fostering effect of multiple symbolic representations

(formula plus text) compared with single representations (formula or

text). This effect on performance was comparable with the also-

investigated common multimedia effect (text plus graphic). A subse-

quent eye-tracking study revealed differences regarding the use of

the included representations in the problem-solving process,

supporting the assumption that different functions are met by differ-

ent combinations of representations.

The major purpose of the present study was to conduct a concep-

tual replication study to review Ott et al.'s (2018) results and thus

evaluate the explanatory power of their assumptions.

1.1 | Theoretical and empirical background

Schnotz and Bannert (2003) defined all types of representations that

are composed of symbols as descriptive representations. Examples of

descriptions are texts and mathematical formulas, which are both

symbolic despite using different symbol systems. Depictive represen-

tations, such as pictures, are analogous to the real-world phenomenon

as they include iconic signs and often express contextual relations

without the use of symbols.

To explain mathematical issues comprehensibly, combining repre-

sentations instead of providing single representations to the learners

has proved to be successful, as mentally transforming one representa-

tion into another is “at the heart of mathematical activity” (Duval,

2006, p. 107). There is empirical evidence that learners of all fields

can benefit from the availability of MERs (Debellis & Goldin, 2006;

Kaput, 1987; Van Someren, Reimann, & Boshuizen, 1998). However,

research also indicates that in some cases, the usage of MERs can hin-

der learning (e.g., Ainsworth, 2006; English & Halford, 1995;

Yerushalmy, 1991). There are two main factors that might be account-

able for positive learning effects from MERs: learner characteristics,

such as their prior knowledge, and the characteristics of the provided

representations. Concerning the latter, several theoretical frameworks

refer to the impact of combining different kinds of representations for

learning and problem solving.

The CTML (Mayer, 2005), which explicitly refers to text–picture

combinations, is primarily built on the multi-store memory model

(Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1971), Paivio's (1986) dual-coding theory,

Wittrock's (1974) view of learning as a generative process, the

selection–organization–integration model (Mayer, 1996), and

Baddeley's (1992) assumptions about the dual-channel working mem-

ory model. Mayer (2001, 2005, 2009) adopts Paivio's view of a separa-

tion between a verbal and a nonverbal cognitive system, both storing

and processing information. According to the CTML, the separate chan-

nels are limited in processing capacity. During the multimedia learning

process, the learner first selects relevant words and visual content;

information is then organized into a coherent verbal and a coherent

nonverbal model located in the working memory. Finally, textual and

pictorial information are integrated and linked to prior knowledge. The

main premise of the CTML is expressed through the multimedia effect,

which describes the finding that learners benefit more from a combina-

tion of words and pictures than from words alone. This effect has been

found to be most pronounced for novice learners (Butcher, 2014; May-

er, 2001). MERs that are composed of text and picture are processed in

both channels of working memory, preventing overloading of one of

the channels via dual coding and leading to more available and sophisti-

cated integrated mental models than single representations.

The integrated model of text and picture comprehension (ITPC;

Schnotz, 2005, 2014; Schnotz & Bannert, 2003) rests on the same theo-

retical basis as the CTML that verbal and nonverbal information are

processed in two different channels with limited capacity. First, all

incoming information is assumed to be processed on a perceptual level,

and thereafter, on a cognitive level in the verbal and/or pictorial working

memory channel. In contrast to the CTML, the authors emphasize that

information deriving from the two channels is aligned into one coherent

model from the very beginning of the multimedia learning process. Fur-

thermore, the ITPC model refers to combinations of all kinds of descrip-

tive and depictive representations (Horz & Schnotz, 2008).

A recent meta-analytic review on the multimedia effect in prob-

lem solving (Hu et al., 2019) investigated how the addition of illustra-

tions to text-based problem tasks affects performance. The authors

assumed that—analogous to the traditional multimedia effect in

learning—pictures added to a problem-solving task would foster per-

formance. As the authors expected mental model construction in

problem solving to involve similar processes as in learning tasks, the

theoretical basis for the multimedia effect in problem solving was

deduced from multimedia learning theories. To give consideration to

the specific requirements of problem-solving tasks, the different

phases of problem solving (problem design, problem comprehension,

and problem solution) were incorporated into the theoretical models
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on multimedia learning to explain the multimedia effect in problem

solving. The addition of pictures was assumed to be particularly help-

ful in the solution phase, as they provide information in an easily

accessible way, which facilitates recall and offloads working memory.

Moreover, Lindner, Eitel, Strobel, and Köller (2017) suggested that

illustrations in test items might support the students in making sense

of ambiguous information in text-based problem descriptions.

Across various academic disciplines, pictures in problem-solving

items were found to enhance performance, confirming a multimedia

effect for problem solving. The authors of the meta-analysis detected a

small to medium overall multimedia effect on accuracy (Hedges' g = 0.25)

and a medium-sized effect on answer certainty (Hedges' g = 0.48), but

no significant general effect was found on response times.

A limitation of the CTML and the ITPC model in explaining the

effect of MERs in general is that they mainly focus on the combina-

tion of verbal and pictorial representations, described as the classical

multimedia view. This view does not make any assumptions regarding

combinations of representations that are based on the same coding

system and are likely to be processed in the same working memory

channel. Ott et al. (2018) address this by drawing a distinction

between homogeneous and heterogeneous MERs. Homogeneous MERs

are composed of either exclusively symbolic or exclusively analogous

representations, whereas heterogeneous MERs combine symbolic and

analogous representations. Homogeneous MERs are frequently used

in mathematics education (e.g., a formula with corresponding verbali-

zation). Furthermore, the included representations can be either infor-

mationally equivalent or contain different information. According to

Larkin and Simon (1987), equivalent information is given if all of the

information contained in one representation is also inferable from the

other, and vice versa. In contrast, functionally equivalent representa-

tions can indeed be used to solve the same task but do not necessarily

have to convey equivalent information. Regarding such equivalent infor-

mation, the redundancy principle (Chandler & Sweller, 1996; Kalyuga &

Sweller, 2014) states that learning material containing the same infor-

mation may increase working memory load and thus obstruct learning

(Kalyuga, Chandler, & Sweller, 2004). However, representations without

any additional content do not always distract learners. Empirical evi-

dence indicates that at least novice learners profited from text with

informationally redundant illustrations (e.g., Mayer, 2009).

Compared with the abovementioned theories, Ainsworth's DeFT

framework (Ainsworth, 2006) holds a broader view of learning with

MERs. Ainsworth not only describes MERs through their design, such as

the used representational codes, but also emphasizes their specific func-

tions during learning and problem solving. Three basic functions of

MERs are distinguished, which can be fulfilled at the same time

(Ainsworth, Wood, & O’Malley, 1998). Which function or functions are

actually fulfilled depends on the specific learning context and the learn-

ing goals. According to the first function, external representations can

complement each other either by providing complementary information

or by allowing for complementary approaches to processing information.

The second function is that simultaneously presented representations

can constrain each other's interpretation in two ways: the more familiar

representations can constrain the interpretation of the less familiar one,

or inherent properties of one representation can trigger the usage of

the other representation. With the third function, Ainsworth (2006)

assumes that MERs can lead to a deeper understanding by allowing

integration of corresponding information of the provided representa-

tions, which is consistent with the CTML and the ITPC model.

In summary, the CTML, the ITPC model, and Ainsworth's func-

tional approach lead to consistent as well as (at least partly) contradic-

tory predictions. They are consistent in the assumption that

heterogeneous MERs can have a positive effect on learning if they ful-

fill certain functions. Many studies confirm this common multimedia

effect in general (e.g., Levin, Anglin, & Carney, 1987), whereas

Ainsworth's approach, albeit theoretically compelling, has not yet

been empirically well researched. Regarding homogeneous MERs, the

CTML and the ITPC model would lead to the assumption that learners

process information in one single channel, which would not foster

learning compared with a single representation. Furthermore, informa-

tionally equivalent, and thereby redundant, homogeneous MERs could

even hinder learning processes (Chandler & Sweller, 1996; Leahy,

Chandler, & Sweller, 2003). In contrast, the DeFT framework holds

the view that the positive effects of leaning with MERs are not depen-

dent only on representational design but rather on their specific func-

tions for learning and problem solving. Consequently, a multimedia

effect could also emerge when homogeneous MERs are used. There is

also some evidence for this point of view (Ainsworth, Bibby, & Wood,

2002; Rau, Aleven, & Rummel, 2013).

Building on these findings, Ott et al. (2018) aimed to investigate

whether homogeneous and heterogeneous MERs have a positive impact

on problem solving in propositional logic tasks and whether the multime-

dia effect is accentuated for one of the two kinds of MERs. The authors

conducted a first experiment with six conditions. Two groups of partici-

pants worked with single representations (either text or formula). Three

other groups were provided with dual representations, which were

either homogeneous MERs (formula and text) or heterogeneous MERs

(formula and graphic or text and graphic). The last group could make use

of all three types of representations (text, formula, and graphic). Results

indicated that all types of MERs were more helpful than single represen-

tations, as long as the text representation was included. Consequently,

the condition using a combination of formula and graphic did not exceed

the single text or formula conditions. Text plus formula (homogeneous

MER) was as useful for problem solving as text plus graphic (heteroge-

neous MER). As it was assumed that, despite being equally helpful, the

two kinds of MERs might foster different processing strategies, a subse-

quent within-subjects eye-tracking study was conducted to compare

gaze behavior when working with a successful homogeneous MER (text

and formula) and a successful heterogeneous MER (text and graphic).

Gaze data revealed that text was attended most in both kinds of repre-

sentations, and it was therefore considered the reference representation

fulfilling a constraining function. More gaze switches were performed

across text and graphic than across text and formula, which was

assumed to reflect more attempts to integrate information across het-

erogeneous MERs than across homogeneous MERs.

The authors pointed out several methodical limitations of their

study, including the lack of a prior knowledge test and the lack of time
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on task measurement in the first experiment. In addition, gaze data

were only investigated for two out of six possible conditions. Further

limitations concerned the applied material on propositional logic tasks,

in particular the graphical representation. In contrast to text and for-

mulas, the graphics were not functionally equivalent to the other rep-

resentations and could therefore not be used in a single

representation condition. Generally speaking, the graphics used were

not as informationally rich as those in usual multimedia learning stud-

ies, which might have limited the effect of the heterogeneous MERs

used in the experiments of Ott et al. (2018).

1.2 | Purpose of the study

The main objective of the present research was to conduct a concep-

tual replication study (Earp & Trafimow, 2015) of Ott et al. (2018) in

order to confirm the newly established homogeneous multimedia

effect of multiple symbolic representations, and beyond that, to

extend Ott et al.'s investigation about heterogeneous multimedia

effects by using functionally equivalent graphics.

In addition to eliminating the original investigation's concrete

methodical limitations, this study evokes an urgent need for a replica-

tion and validation of the results for several reasons that are based on

the current state of the research. First, the empirical evidence con-

cerning some of Ott et al.'s results is inconsistent. For instance, there

are mixed findings in respect to the effect of heterogeneous MERs.

Furthermore, there is little research in general regarding the single or

combined presentation of text and formula, even though these combi-

nations are frequently used in mathematics.

The present study made use of altered graphical material con-

taining richer spatial information. Every representation was function-

ally equivalent to the others and did not contain any mixtures of

representational codes (e.g., text appearing in a graphic). To eliminate

further limitations, gaze behavior was recorded for all conditions.

To realize these adjustments, the particular topic within the field

of mathematics was shifted from propositional logic to formal algebra,

or to be more specific, to linear systems of equations, which were rep-

resented as formula, text, and graphic (see Figure 1).

Equations containing terms and variables are composed of ele-

ments of what Vollrath (2003) calls a formula language. Like the

processing of language expressions, the understanding of algebra is

highly based on symbolic abstraction (Arcavi, 2005). An essential

part of solving equations is to transform one mathematical represen-

tation into another, usually less complex mathematical representa-

tion, which is equivalent by following syntactical and semantical

algebraic rules. This process is connected with element interactivity,

which determines the extent to which information imposes cognitive

load due either to its intrinsic characteristics or to the instructional

design used (Sweller & Chandler, 1994; Sweller, 2010). When solv-

ing equations, people are assumed to be confronted with different

levels of element interactivity: Novices have to consider each sym-

bol of the equation (variables, parameters, and relating symbols such

as the multiplication or equal sign) as well as the relation of each

symbol to at least one other symbol, and further, they have to bal-

ance these elements of symbols and relations simultaneously in

working memory. By contrast, experts are expected to be con-

fronted with fewer elements of interactivity because their knowl-

edge about the symbol–relation–organization holding in long-term

memory comes into play (Chen, Kalyuga, & Sweller, 2016).

Despite its high requirements regarding symbolic abstraction and

working memory capacity, teaching algebra is of enormous impor-

tance in mathematics education, as solving equations becomes impor-

tant in every subfield of the mathematical domain ranging from

analysis, algebra, number theory, graph theory, and stochastics to

logic and set theory. The importance of equation solving is underlined

by the fact that the national standards in many countries point out

the significance of dealing with it using symbolic and graphical repre-

sentations (e.g., for Germany: Kultusministerkonferenz, 2003).

However, whereas the importance of using multiple representa-

tions in solving equations seems undoubted, the research about trans-

formation processes within and across different types of algebraic

representations concerning the psychology of information processing

is still sparse. The application of this mathematical domain offers the

possibility to discover whether Ott et al.'s (2018) results can be gener-

alized to the field of equation solving.

1.3 | Hypotheses

The present study combined Ott et al.'s (2018) hypotheses and results

from both of their experiments. The first research question referred

to the replication of the fostering effect of multiple representations

compared with single representations. Although the formula–graphic

version of the former material has not been found to be more helpful

than the single representations, this combination was expected to

lead to a multimedia effect in the present study, as the actual graphics

conveyed more essential information.

Hypothesis 1 Performance on the items on linear systems of equations

improves if multiple, instead of single, representations are pres-

ented to the participants.

The second research question aimed at comparing the effects of

heterogeneous and homogeneous MERs on the use of the new

material.

Hypothesis 2 Performance in heterogeneous MERs is expected to be

higher than in homogeneous MERs.

Hypotheses 3 concerns variables that are expected to mediate

and thus explain the effect of the kind of MER on performance. Sub-

sequently, this hypothesis is differentiated in Hypotheses 3a

through 3c.

The first mediator was cognitive load. Due to the possibility of

processing information in two channels instead of only one, heteroge-

neous MERs were expected to spare working memory resources.
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Hypothesis 3a Cognitive load is assumed to be reduced in heteroge-

neous compared with homogeneous MERs, which is expected to

result in higher performance in heterogeneous MERs.

A second mediator is the number of transitions (direct gaze

switches) across two representations. Though the combination of text

and formula led to fewer transitions than the combination of text and

graphic, Ott et al. (2018) found both homogeneous and heteroge-

neous MERs to be equally beneficial for problem solving. Still, due to

the informationally enhanced graphics, it was assumed for the current

study that the learners will profit more from stronger integration of

heterogeneous than of homogeneous MERs.

Hypothesis 3b Attempts to integrate information across representa-

tions are assumed to be particularly triggered in heterogeneous

MERs, resulting in higher performance.

The subsequent hypothesis concerns the relationship between

the two mentioned mediators, assuming a serial mediation.

Hypothesis 3c As heterogeneous representations are expected to spare

cognitive resources (cognitive load, Mediator 1), the additionally

available cognitive capacity may be used for integration of infor-

mation across representations (transitions, Mediator 2). This is

again assumed to result in better performance for heterogeneous

than homogeneous MERs.

According to the results of Ott et al. (2018), the text representa-

tion was the reference representation, as it was attended the most.

The present study was expected to replicate the findings and, as eye-

tracking was applied for all conditions, additionally identify whether

there is a reference representation in formula–graphic MERs.

Hypothesis 4 regards the assumed role of text as the reference

representation. Subsequently, this hypothesis is differentiated in

Hypotheses 4a and 4b.

Hypothesis 4a Text is expected to be attended to more often than for-

mulas or graphics, reflected in higher mean fixation counts and

visit counts for text.

Hypothesis 4b Text is expected to be attended to longer than formulas

or graphics, reflected in longer mean total fixation durations and

mean visit durations.

2 | METHOD

The present study was preregistered before the start of the data collec-

tion at the Open Science Framework. Registered report protocol, raw

data, materials, and laboratory log are available at https://osf.io/4x5qg/.

2.1 | Pilot study on material

A pilot study was conducted to pretest the developed material regard-

ing its adequacy for the current research questions. The material

included 13 computer-based items dealing with linear systems of

equations. Every item was composed of three equivalent representa-

tions of the same linear system of equations: a formula, a graphic

(a picture of a mobile), and a text expression (see Figure 1). Each sys-

tem of equations contained three variables (k, m, and g), which were

defined as being equivalent to a small (k), a medium (m), and a large (g)

mobile ornament in the graphic representation, and a verbal term for

each (e.g., “small disc”) in the text representation. Each line of a

F IGURE 1 Example of the math problems used in the pilot study [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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system of equations was equivalent to a comparison of two balanced

branches of the mobile and with a specific line of the text representa-

tion. One element of every system of equations was unknown and

marked by a question mark in each of the three representations. Par-

ticipants were instructed to find the missing element (one small,

medium, or large disc) and choose their answer from the options at

the bottom of each item slide. Additionally, they were provided an

example of a solved item and a note that all discs are of the same

thickness and that the branches of the graphic are defined as

weightless.

Having solved the last item, participants were asked to rate to

what extent they had used each type of representation, how much

they had tried to integrate different representations, and the overall

difficulty of the items on a 5-point Likert scale. Thereafter, they

answered paper-and-pencil-based demographic questions and com-

pleted a prior knowledge test (three classical linear system of equa-

tions tasks, taken from an eighth-grade German mathematic school

book). The prior knowledge test was not provided before the newly

developed multi-representational material because by providing only

formulas, it might trigger the use of formula-based approaches, which

are typically used in school classes, to solve the items.

The sample size was N = 63. Most participants were German pupils

and students (mean age: 18.17 years, SD = 4.83; 58.7% female). The par-

ticipants were randomly assigned to one of two groups, differing only in

the set of tasks they were provided. Both groups dealt with a set of

7 out of 13 items, and one item was identical across groups. For the first

task set, reliability analysis showed moderate internal consistency

(α = .64), and discrimination indices were between .28 and .45. For the

second task set, internal consistency was α = .44, and discrimination indi-

ces reached from −.13 to .49. After excluding the three items whose dis-

crimination indices were smaller than .1 from the task sets, internal

consistencies were α = .57 and α = .69. As a result, 10 items were

deemed appropriate for future research.

2.2 | Experimental design and moderator variables
of the main study

To investigate the influence of different representations and their

combinations on problem solving and the underlying cognitive pro-

cesses, a one-factor within-subjects design was applied. The within-

subjects factor was task presentation. Each individual was confronted

with different conditions regarding the single representations or sets

of representations they could use to solve the linear equation sys-

tems. Seven conditions were realized: three single representations

(graphic, text, and formula), three possible combinations of two differ-

ent representations, and one combining all three representations (see

Table 1). In contrast to Ott et al.'s (2018) material, the graphical repre-

sentation (mobile) was self-contained, intelligible, and functionally

equivalent to the text and formula, which was given here by equation,

and could therefore be used as a single representation condition.

Each individual worked on 10 items, which were presented in five

of the seven conditions with two items per condition. The participants

were not provided with all seven conditions because only 10 items

had proved appropriate in the pilot study. Moreover, the pilot study

had revealed that even doing only seven items had wearied some of

the participants, implying that solving more than 10 equation systems

would certainly be too many for most of the individuals.

It was ensured that two conditions were missing completely, at

random, for each participant by applying a balanced incomplete block

design. The design was incomplete because only five out of seven

conditions are included in each block. According to all possibilities to

draw five out of seven, the number of possible blocks for this design

was 21. The design was balanced as each of the seven conditions

appeared in exactly 15 blocks, and each pair of conditions occurred

together in 10 blocks. For each participant, one block was drawn at

random, without replacement. Further, the 10 items were assigned

randomly to the conditions for every block.

Aside from the performance indicators mentioned in the hypothe-

ses, three possible moderator variables were also measured, as they

were considered to affect the mastering of the multi-representational

tasks in this experiment. The first was prior knowledge, because it

was assumed that performance in the newly developed items and the

use of the different kinds of representations might be related to prior

skills in solving linear equations systems the conventional way (for-

mula-based approaches). In addition, spatial abilities were measured

as they might affect the benefit of the provided visualizations and the

respective textual representations (e.g., Kühl, Stebner, Navratil,

Fehringer, & Münzer, 2018). As a third possible moderator variable,

verbal memory was assessed as this skill might affect how the partici-

pants could make use of the provided text representations.

2.3 | Sample size and sample characteristics

The sample size of the current replication study was determined by

power analysis, based on the smallest relevant effect size of the original

study (Ott et al., 2018). This effect size (dCohen = .70) resulted from a

Duncan post hoc test comparing the mean performance of single text

and equation–text group. Alpha error probability of the current study

was defined as α = .05 and the power (1 − β) was aimed to be at 90%.

The statistical one-tailed t test used in the power analysis considers the

difference between two dependent means. On this basis, a minimum

sample size of 19 participants was computed using G*Power 3.1 (Faul,

Erdfelder, Lang, & Buchner, 2007). Because every other effect to be

replicated is based on higher original effect sizes (Ott et al., 2018),

corresponding analyses are expected to be properly powered as well.

Taking into account that each pair of conditions occurred

together in 10 out of 21 blocks, it was necessary to double the num-

ber of blocks in order to ensure the minimum sample size of N = 19

for comparisons between conditions. Consequently, 42 participants

were randomly assigned to the resulting 42 blocks.

Participants mainly were German university students (95.24%),

balanced by gender (50% female; age: M = 23.78 years; SD = 3.49). To

avoid excess expertise, students whose courses of study were associ-

ated with the content of systems of equations (e.g., mathematics)
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were not invited to participate. Nevertheless, basic prior knowledge in

linear systems of equations (school lessons) and fluent German were

prerequisites. A participant was considered an outlier and therefore

was excluded from the data analysis if he or she performed more than

two SDs above or below average in the prior knowledge test, task per-

formance, or time on task. Missing data due to early termination of

the experiment (e.g., because of technical errors or sickness) also led

to the exclusion of subject data. A further reason for data exclusion

was eye-tracking quality insufficient for valid analysis. Consequently,

participants with more than 25% missing values in their gaze data due

to factors such as eye makeup, thick lash lines, special glasses, further

special features of a participant's eye area, or too many head turns,

were excluded. Twenty one whole data sets had to be excluded

because of the abovementioned criteria and were replaced by addi-

tional participants to reach the aimed sample size of 42 participants.

2.4 | Procedure and materials

Participants were randomly assigned to one of the 42 blocks. The

experiment was conducted under the same laboratory conditions as

the original study (Ott et al., 2018). First, the participants read general

information about the study and data protection and provided written

informed consent. The examiner gave a verbal task introduction and

performed a nine-point grid calibration of the eye tracker. After that,

participants read an on-screen instruction and then were shown a

solved example item. Finally, the 10 items (selected from the pilot

study) were presented in a random order and represented according

to the study design in terms of type and number of the provided rep-

resentations. The placing of single, dual, and triple representations

varied randomly between three possible positions (see Figure 2). Anal-

ogous to the pilot study, subjects chose their answer from three

options at the bottom of each item slide with a mouse click. Every

item was followed by two questions measuring item difficulty and

mental effort using the subjective rating scale by Paas (1992). After

having solved the last item, the participants responded to the ques-

tions about usage and integration of representations as well as overall

difficulty, the paper–pencil questionnaire on demographic data (sex,

age, education, and school grades), and, analogous to the pilot study,

the prior knowledge test. Furthermore, the paper-folding and card-

rotation test to measure spatial skills (Ekstrom, French, Harmann, &

Dermen, 1976) and the subtest “Meaningful Text” for verbal memory

of the Berlin Intelligence Structure Test (BIS; Jäger, Süß, & Beauducel,

1997) were completed by the participants. Thereafter, the subjects

received a monetary reward.

In line with Ott et al. (2018), eye-tracking was conducted on a

60-Hz-remote eye-tracking system (Tobii X2-60; averaging 0.4� accu-

racy) attached to a laptop (Dell Precision M6800 Mobile Workstation)

with a 17.300 screen. The laptop was placed about 65 cm (vertical gaze

angle <31�) from the edge of the table. To make certain that the dis-

tance between the participant and the eye tracker did not change

drastically, the examiner instructed the participants to keep their

heads behind the edge of the table. Tobii Studio was used to run the

experiment and analyze the eye-tracking metrics.

As in Ott et al. (2018), gaze behavior was analyzed via several

measures using binocular data (averaged position of both eyes). These

eye-tracking metrics were related to fixations (>100 ms) on one of the

displayed representations or to transitions across representations. For

this purpose, a rectangular fixed-size (800 × 283 pixels for a screen

solution of 1920 × 1080) area of interest (AOI) was created for every

provided representation using Tobii Studio eye-tracking software (see

Figure 2). Fixation detection was performed based on the velocity-

threshold identification algorithm (for example, Salvucci & Goldberg,

2000) operating with changes in the velocity of saccadic eye move-

ments. Velocities below the velocity-threshold value of 30� per sec-

ond indicate fixations, velocities above indicate saccades.

In the interest of replicating Ott et al.'s methods as exactly as pos-

sible, the same seven parameters (see Table 2) were calculated to ana-

lyze the participants' gaze behavior, related to the defined AOIs. As

analyzing too many metrics in eye-tracking is regarded as a possible

threat to the validity of the results (Orquin & Holmqvist, 2018), each

metric is chosen carefully regarding its unique contribution to not only

test the hypotheses but also help to validate the findings.

The durations of fixations were measured for each AOI. In gen-

eral, the length of fixations can either reflect how relevant the respec-

tive stimulus is for the task to be performed (Orquin & Mueller Loose,

2013) or reflect how difficult it is to process (for math problems:

Hegarty & Just, 1993; for text reading: Rayner, 1998). However, due

to the design of the present study, the two possible interpretations

can be separated. If single representations are given, longer fixation

durations might speak for higher difficulty, and thus processing times,

because the participants will have no choice but to work with the only

TABLE 1 Overview of the seven
conditions of the within-subjects
factor task presentation (based on
Ott et al., 2018)

Condition Representations Quantity Coding Type of MER

1 Graphic Single Analog

2 Equation Single Symbolic

3 Text Single Symbolic

4 Equation + text Multiple Symbolic Homogeneous

5 Equation + graphic Multiple Symbolic + analog Heterogeneous

6 Text + graphic Multiple Symbolic + analog Heterogeneous

7 Equation + text + graphic Multiple Symbolic + analog Heterogeneous

Abbreviation: MER, multiple external representation.
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provided representation. In contrast, with multiple (informationally

equivalent) representations, longer fixations on one representation

compared with the others rather speak to its relevance to task perfor-

mance: It can be assumed that the representation, which is fixated

upon the longest, is the one primarily used to complete the task and

can therefore be regarded as reference representation.

Unless being partly redundant, the durations of visits on the AOIs

were also recorded. This seems important for the present kind of

instructional material because the AOIs embraced whole representa-

tions, each entailing multiple stimuli, such as letters, operators, or

mobile discs, that are considered high in element interactivity.

Whereas the analysis of single fixations relates to the participants'

dealing with these single stimuli, visit durations might reflect the par-

ticipants' efforts to integrate several stimuli within one

representation.

The number of fixations is considered another useful metric; more

fixations are associated with more attention dedicated to a particular

AOI, which classifies this area as either particularly visually salient, dif-

ficult, or relevant to the task (Orquin & Mueller Loose, 2013). Similar

to their length, the number of fixations can be precisely interpreted

due to the study design. In comparing the single representation condi-

tions, more fixations might speak for higher difficulty, whereas in mul-

tiple representations, more fixations on one representation compared

with the other(s) rather speak to its relevance to task performance or

to its salience. No fixation on an AOI means that a stimulus is

completely ignored for the task solution.

As a distinct measure of stimulus salience, the time to first fixa-

tion was recorded as it allows one to identify the one representation

that attracts the students' attention first. As the location of the differ-

ent types of representations varied randomly across the trials, early

fixations were expected to reflect the salience of a stimulus. The rep-

resentation, which holds fixation first can be assumed to be the most

salient.

The number of visits to a specific AOI was also measured, as more

visits are related to frequent revisits of a stimulus (having inspected

others in the meantime), which speaks to the relevance of the respec-

tive stimulus (Orquin & Mueller Loose, 2013) in multiple-representa-

tions' conditions.

Gaze switches from one AOI to another—often referred to as

transitions—were counted for each pair of representations provided to

the participants in the multiple-representations conditions. More tran-

sitions are assumed to reflect more intense actual (Andrá et al., 2015;

Duval, 2006) or attempted (Mason, Tornatora, & Pluchino, 2013) inte-

gration processes taking place between the two stimuli.

The variable last fixation describes the last AOI a subject fixated

upon per item slide. Immediately after their last fixation, subjects

chose their answer via mouse click.

F IGURE 2 Example of an item of the heterogeneous equation–graphic condition, including visible areas of interest (AOIs). Red frames (left and lower
one) mark actual AOIs for the two representations. The blue frame (on the upper right) indicates the third possible position for representations, randomly
remaining empty for this item. During the experiment, AOIs were invisible for subjects [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

TABLE 2 Eye-tracking measures

Variable name Variable description

Fixation duration Lengths of fixations for a specific AOI

Visit durationa Time from each first fixation on a specific AOI

until the next fixation outside the AOI

Fixation count Total number of fixations on a certain AOI

Visit count Number of visits to a certain AOI

Time to first

fixation

Timespan from the appearance of an item

page to the participant's first fixation on a

certain AOI

Transition count Number of direct gaze switches between

two AOIs

Last fixation Last AOI that is fixated upon per item slide

before choosing an answer

Abbreviation: AOI, area of interest.
aA visit lasts from the first fixation on an AOI until the next fixation

outside that respective AOI, which means that a visit can involve multiple

fixations on the same AOI.
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Previous research has indicated that measures for fixation time

can also predict cognitive load and cognitive processing (Holmqvist

et al., 2011; Korbach, Brünken, & Park, 2016). Therefore, they can also

be used to validate the subjective cognitive load scale (Paas, 1992).

3 | RESULTS

First, some particulars concerning the following analyses will be

pointed out.

The analysis plan of the current preregistered study can be found

on the Open Science Framework (https://osf.io/tgf29/). Some ana-

lyses were slightly adjusted to fit the data structure but without any

modification of their purpose.

Due to the balanced incomplete block design applied, data were

not structured by participants as usual but by block and condition

(seven alternative representations of equation-solving problems; see

Table 1). The variable block was included as an additional factor in the

multivariate and univariate analyses of variances. This variable merely

takes into account that subjects were assigned to a specific combina-

tion of conditions and is of no predictive value itself. Interactions

between block and other dependent variables were excluded from

the models under the assumption that they did not contain informa-

tion relevant to the present study.

Analyzing heterogeneous MERs, Conditions 5, 6, and 7 were

included because they all contain symbolic as well as analogous repre-

sentations (see Table 1). Homogeneous MERs are represented by

Condition 4.

When focusing on transitions between particular representa-

tions of MERs, Condition 7 was excluded from the analyses as transi-

tions between three representations are assumed to be influenced

by different strategies of processing and holding information in

working memory due to cognitive load issues. Thus, transitions

between threefold representations cannot easily be compared with

the two-representation conditions 4, 5, and 6. They will be discussed

separately in the exploratory results section instead.

3.1 | Confirmatory analyses

Means and SDs for the dependent variables and mediator variables of

Hypotheses 1 to 3 per condition are displayed in Appendix A.

The two-way independent MANOVA (Pillai's Trace) for Hypothe-

ses 1 and 2 revealed a main effect for the factor block, F

(40, 366) = 2.04, p < .001, ηp2 = .18, as well as for condition, F

(12, 366) = 2.76, p = .001, ηp2 = .08, concerning the dependent vari-

ables' number of correctly solved items and time on task per item.

These results indicate an overall effect of the way the systems of

equations were represented on students' performance. Univariate

analyses (one tailed) found an effect for condition regarding the

dependent variable time on task per item, F(6, 183) = 4.48, p < .001,

ηp2 = .13, but not for number of correctly solved items, F

(6, 183) = 1.23, p = .146.

3.1.1 | Hypothesis 1

The planned contrasts (one tailed) comparing single versus multiple

task representations revealed that subjects solved more items cor-

rectly when presented with multiple than single representations, F

(1, 183) = 3.85, p = .026, ηp2 = .02, but there was no difference for

time on task per item, F(1, 183) = .41, p = .261.

3.1.2 | Hypothesis 2

Contrast analyses (one tailed) that compared homogeneous and het-

erogeneous MERs showed that subjects performed significantly faster

when they were provided heterogeneous MERs, F(1, 183) = 6.35

p = .007, ηp2 = .03. There was no difference concerning the number of

correctly solved items, F(1, 183) = 1.58, p = .105.

3.1.3 | Hypothesis 3

To answer Hypothesis 3, mediation analyses were conducted using

PROCESS v3.3 (Hayes, 2017) by calculating 5,000 bootstrap

resamples and testing for one-tailed confidence intervals (CIs) of 90%.

A heteroscedasticity consistent standard error and covariance matrix

estimator was used (HC3, Davidson-McKinnon). Regarding the subse-

quent path analyses that are displayed in Tables 3 and 4, homoge-

neous MERs were coded with 1 and heterogeneous MERs were

coded with 0.

Hypothesis 3a concerns the mediator variables' mental effort and

task difficulty, both indicating cognitive load. The simple mediation

analysis investigating the relationship between the type of MER and

performance (number of correctly solved items) mediated by mental

effort revealed a significant indirect effect (β = −.27, BCa 90% CI

[−.35, −.04]). Moreover, there was a corresponding significant indirect

effect for the mediator task difficulty (β = −.18, BCa 90% CI [−.51,

−.07]; see Table 3 for complete path characteristics). The indirect

paths describe subjects reporting higher mental effort or task diffi-

culty for homogeneous items, whereas performing worse when men-

tal effort or task difficulty was high.

With regard to Hypothesis 3b, it was assumed that the effect of

the MER type on performance would be mediated by the number of

transitions across representations. However, the analysis revealed no

significant indirect effect of MER type on performance (number of

correctly solved items) through mean transition count (β = .01, BCa

90% CI [−.07, .11]; see Table 4 for complete path characteristics). Still,

subjects showed more transitions for heterogeneous than for homo-

geneous MERs (see Path X on M in Table 4).

Hypothesis 3c stated that the type of MER would affect cognitive

load, which in turn would have an effect on the number of transitions.

No significant indirect effect of MER type on performance through

the serial mediators cognitive load (indicated by mental effort) and

mean transition count was found (β = .00, BCa 90% CI [−.01, .01]; see

Table 4).
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3.1.4 | Hypothesis 4

Hypothesis 4, containing the two sub-hypotheses Hypothesis 4a and

4b, considers Ott et al.'s (2018) finding that text serves as a refer-

ence representation in MERs (Ott et al., 2018). To investigate and

compare the role of particular representations within MERs, gaze

behavior was analyzed for the multiple represented conditions. The

α-level for the main effects of the multiple ANOVAs concerning

Hypotheses 4a and 4b was adjusted by Bonferroni correction

(α = .025). As the subsequent corresponding contrasts are pairwise

dependent, the α-level was adjusted by Bonferroni correction as well

(α = .017). See Appendix B for descriptive data on eye-tracking

measures.

A four-way independent MANOVA (Pillai's Trace) including the

dependent eye-tracking variables' fixation count, visit count, total fix-

ation duration, and visit duration revealed a significant effect for type

of representation, F(8, 502) 11.36, p < .001, ηp2 = .15, and no differ-

ences for block, F(56, 1,012) = 1.28, p = .082.

With respect to Hypothesis 4a, a two-way independent ANOVA

investigating the dependent variable fixation count revealed signifi-

cant differences for the type of representation (text vs. graphic

vs. equation), F(2, 253) = 25.55, p < .001, ηp2 = .17, and no effect for

the factor block, F(14, 253) = .84, p = .631. The planned contrasts

comparing text versus graphic versus equation showed that fixation

count for text was significantly lower than for graphic, F

(1, 253) = 46.03, p < .001, ηp2 = .15, and equation, F(1, 253) = 28.52,

p < .001, ηp2 = .10. Graphic and equation did not differ significantly in

fixation count, F(1, 253) = 2.09, p = .150.

A second two-way ANOVA tested for differences in visit counts.

There was a main effect for the type of representation, F

(2, 253) = 12.87, p < .001, ηp2 = .09, but no effect for block, F

(14, 253) = .50, p = .935. The subsequent contrast analyses found a

significantly lower visit count for text than for graphic, F

(1, 253) = 25.53, p < .001, ηp2 = .09, and, due to the Bonferroni adjust-

ment, no difference for text and equation, F(1, 253) = 4.51, p < .035,

ηp2 = .02. In addition, visit count for graphic was higher than for equa-

tion, F(1, 253) = 8.58, p = .004, ηp2 = .03.

With regard to Hypothesis 4b, a two-way ANOVA with the inde-

pendent variable total fixation duration showed a main effect on the

type of representation, F(2, 253) = 31.42, p < .001, ηp2 = .20, and none

for block, F(14, 253) = 1.81, p = .037. Planned contrasts found a signif-

icantly shorter total fixation duration for text compared with graphic,

F(1, 253) = 55.30, p < .001, ηp2 = .18, and to equation, F

(1, 253) = 37.17, p < .001, ηp2 = .13. No significant differences were

found between graphic and equation, F(1, 253) = 1.80, p = .181.

A second two-way ANOVA concerned the dependent variable

mean visit duration. There was a main effect for the type of representa-

tion, F(2, 253) = 27.34, p < .001, ηp2 = .18, and none for block, F

(14, 253) = .85, p = .613. Analysis of planned contrasts showed a signif-

icantly shorter mean visit duration for text than for graphic, F

(1, 253) = 49.12, p < .001, ηp2 = .16, as well as for equation, F

(1, 253) = 30.75, p < .001, ηp2 = .11. There were no differences in mean

visit duration between equation and graphic, F(1, 253) = 2.14, p = .145.

3.1.5 | Moderator variables

As regression analyses showed that the relationship between the type

of MER (homogeneous vs. heterogeneous) and the number of cor-

rectly solved items was moderated by verbal memory (see Appendix C

for the moderation model characteristics). Only when their verbal

memory was high did subjects perform better in homogeneous MERs.

In contrast, the variables' prior knowledge and spatial ability had no

moderating function (see Appendix C). Nevertheless, prior knowledge

positively correlates with the number of correctly solved items

(r = .29, p < .001) and negatively with perceived item difficulty

(r = −.16, p = .020).

3.2 | Exploratory analyses

3.2.1 | Further findings on performance

Bonferroni-adjusted pairwise post hoc tests (analogous to Ott et al.,

2018) comparing each pair of the seven representational conditions

(for respective MANOVA, see Hypotheses 1 and 2) revealed that nei-

ther one of the heterogeneous nor one of the homogeneous condition

differed from a specific single-representation condition concerning

the number of correctly solved items. Regarding time on task per item,

the subjects performed faster when provided the single graphical con-

dition than the single text condition (p = .006) and also faster than the

homogeneous condition consisting of text and equation (p = .002).

Furthermore, time on task per item for homogeneous MERs was

higher than for the heterogeneous combination of equation and

graphic (p = .042).

TABLE 4 Path characteristics of the mediation models of
Hypotheses 3b and 3c

Hypothesis 3b Hypothesis 3c

Path β t p β t p

X on Y .26 1.10 .274 .42 1.83 .070

X on M(1) −.47 −2.55 .013 .40 1.79 .078

M(2) on Y −.03 −.23 .818 .00 .05 .964

M1 on M2 .08 .69 .491

TABLE 3 Path characteristics of the mediation models stated in
Hypothesis 3a

Mediator mental effort Mediator task difficulty

Path β t p β t p

X on Y .46 2.19 .031 .55 2.88 .005

X on M .44 2.10 .038 .53 2.36 .020

M on Y −.40 −4.80 <.001 −.52 −6.10 <.001
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3.2.2 | Further findings on gaze behavior

Descriptive gaze data for the particular representations within the

MERs are displayed in Appendix B.

Taking a closer look at the eye-tracking parameters (analogous to

Ott et al., 2018; see Table 2), an exploratory MANOVA comparing

text and equation within the homogeneous MERs (Condition 4) rev-

ealed significant differences, F(6, 39) = 6.54, p < .001, ηp2 = .50. There

was no effect for block, F(84, 264) = 1.06, p = .362. Subsequent multi-

ple ANOVAs (Bonferroni-adjusted α = .008; see Table 5 for numerical

results) showed a significantly higher fixation count and marginally sig-

nificantly higher visit count as well as a longer total fixation duration

and visit duration for the equation representation. There was no dif-

ference for time to first fixation between text and equation. There

was also no difference in the sum of the last fixations between the

representations.

The explorative MANOVA comparing eye-tracking measures

between the particular representations within the equation-and-

graphic MERs (Condition 5) found no differences, F(6, 39) = 1.54,

p = .192. Furthermore, there was no effect for block, F

(84, 264) = 1.00, p = .494.Concerning the MERs consisting of the com-

bination of text and graphic (Condition 6), an exploratory MANOVA

showed differences in gaze behavior for the particular representa-

tions, F(6, 39) = 13.05, p < .001, ηp2 = .67, and a main effect for block,

F(84, 264) = 1.42, p = .019, ηp2 = .31. Univariate comparisons

(Bonferroni-adjusted α = .008; see Table 5 for numerical results) rev-

ealed significantly higher fixation counts and visit counts as well as a

longer visit duration and total fixation duration for the graphical repre-

sentation. Time to first fixation did not differ between the representa-

tions. The number of last fixations was higher for graphic than

for text.

When comparing the representations within the threefold

MER combining text, graphic and equation (Condition 7), the

exploratory MANOVA revealed differences for eye-tracking mea-

sures, F(12, 138) = 4.74, p < .001, ηp2 = .29, and no main effect

for block, F(84, 438) = 1.19, p = .134. Post hoc tests (Bonferroni)

showed that the graphic was fixated upon more often than the

equation (p = .015) and text (p < .001). Furthermore, the equation

was fixated upon more often than text (p = .015). Moreover, visit

count was higher for graphic than for text (p < .001). Concerning

total fixation duration and visit duration, text was attended to a

shorter extent than graphic (p < .001; p = .001) and equation

(p = .010; p = .006). There were no differences between the pairs

of representations in terms of time to first fixation. The number

of last fixations was higher for graphic than for equation (p < .001)

and text (p < .001).

The threefold MERs provided in Condition 7 allowed for three

different kinds of transitions between the particular representations

within the MERs: gaze switches between text and equation, between

graphic and equation, and between text and graphic. To investigate

whether these kinds of transitions differ in their frequency, an

ANOVA was conducted. It revealed no effect for block, F

(14, 73) = 1.06, p = .410, and a main effect for kind of transition, F

(2, 73) = 4.89, p = .010, ηp2 = .12. Post hoc tests showed a difference

in number of transitions between graphic and text neither when com-

pared with equation–text transitions (p = .222) nor when compared

with graphic–equation transitions (p = .593). However, subjects made

significantly more gaze switches between graphic and equation than

between equation and text (p = .008).

In order evaluate the cognitive load rating scale, the relationship

between cognitive load and total fixation duration was investigated.

No significant correlations were found between task difficulty

(r = .125, p = .071) or mental effort (r = .112, p = .106) and total fixa-

tion duration.

3.2.3 | Participants' rating

Results of the gaze behavior analysis can be supported by the ques-

tions about individual usage of the representations that every subject

answered after solving all items. Focusing on the dependent variable

helpfulness of the representations, rated by participants by means of

a 5-point Likert scale, an ANOVA for the factors' block and type of

representation was conducted. No differences were found for the fac-

tor block, F(20, 103) = .79, p = .723. There was a main effect for type

of representation, F(2, 103) = 66.85, p < .001, ηp2 = .57. As post hoc

analyses showed, participants considered the graphic to be the most

helpful representation (M = 4.26; SD = .89; p < .001 for every pairwise

comparison), followed by the equations (M = 3.19; SD = 1.40; p < .001

for every pairwise comparison). Text was clearly rated as the least

helpful representation (M = 1.57; SD = .77, p < .001 for every pairwise

comparison).

TABLE 5 Univariate comparisons on
eye-tracking measures between the
particular representations within the
MERs of Conditions 4 (text + equation)
and 6 (text + graphic); Bonferroni-
adjusted α = .008

Condition 4 Condition 6

F(1, 44) p ηp2 F(1, 44) p ηp2

Fixation count 23.00 <.001 .34 40.53 <.001 .48

Visit count 7.55 .009 .15 8.21 .006 .16

Fixation duration 32.78 <.001 .43 42.11 <.001 .49

Visit duration 20.06 <.001 .31 25.74 < 001 .37

Time to first fixation 0.06 .804 <.01 .998

Last fixation 6.61 .014 15.88 < 001 .27

Abbreviation: MER, multiple external representation.
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4 | DISCUSSION

As a conceptual replication of Ott et al. (2018), this study not only

confirmed the general fostering effect of multiple representations

compared with single representations but also emphasized, in line

with Ott et al. (2018), that heterogeneous MERs did not by all counts

outperform homogeneous ones. The results of the present study indi-

cate that perceived cognitive load, depicted by item difficulty and

mental effort, was lower for problem solving with heterogeneous than

with homogeneous MERs; the latter required a higher investment of

time but did not generally lead to losses in performance. Moreover,

subjects scoring high in verbal memory could deal especially well with

homogeneous MERs. Regarding the particular representations within

MERs, the current study revealed that the text-based representation

of linear systems of equations was inferior to the other representa-

tions for problem solving, whereas the graphical representation

proved to be most beneficial. These findings do not correspond to Ott

et al.'s (2018) assumption of a reference function for the representa-

tion text in MERs.

Regarding the distinct hypotheses, the current study provides

confirming as well as contradicting evidence.

Hypothesis 1 of the present study concerned the potential benefit

of presenting MERs instead of single representations of linear equa-

tions for problem solving. This hypothesis could be supported by the

data, as the participants solved more MER items correctly than single-

representation items. This finding regarding a small-sized fostering

effect of MERs replicates the results of Ott et al. (2018) and matches

the findings of a meta-analytic review on the general multimedia

effect in problem solving (Hu et al., 2019). Another result in line with

the findings of the meta-analysis is that the presentation of MERs

instead of single representations did not affect time on task.

According to that, problem-solving efficiency was neither reduced nor

enhanced by the presentation of additional representations. In the

case of adding pictures to a text-based problem description, this result

could be due to a compensating effect: On the one hand, adding pic-

tures to text increases the time to decode information, as more than

one representation needs to be considered. On the other hand, pic-

tures might hasten the decision process as they provide an easily and

holistically accessible representation of the problem (Lindner et al.,

2017; Saß, Schütte, & Lindner, 2017).

Relating to Hypothesis 2 it was assumed that heterogeneous

MERs would foster problem solving better than homogeneous MERs.

This hypothesis was partly confirmed as the outcomes of the present

study indicated that problem solving with homogeneous instead of

heterogeneous MERs required a higher investment of time to achieve

equivalent performance. Consequently, this means that the problem

space seems to be more easily accessible via heterogeneous

representations.

The time savings for heterogeneous MERs could be due to the

special benefits of the graphical representations, which were exclu-

sively provided in heterogeneous MERs and whose direct accessibility

is assumed to be especially useful during the solution phase of prob-

lem solving. Lindner et al. (2017) revealed that a picture added to a

textual problem description in test items significantly reduced the

time required to read the text. This result was assumed to indicate

that the inclusion of pictures in test items fosters mental model

construction.

Moreover and consistent with the findings of Ott et al. (2018),

heterogeneous MERs triggered more gaze switches across the repre-

sentations than homogeneous MERs, which can be interpreted as

more attempts to integrate information in heterogeneous MERs.

These outcomes support the dual-channel assumption of the CTML

and the ITPC model as heterogeneous MERs allow for simultaneous

processing of analogous and symbolic representations, which results

in stronger integration processes and time saving compared with the

processing of homogeneous MERs. Homogeneous representations

would have to be processed sequentially in one single channel.

Hypothesis 3 of the current study aimed at specifying the effect

of different types of MERs by the means of possible mediating vari-

ables: cognitive load and the number of transitions across the repre-

sentations. The assumption that cognitive load mediates the effect of

the type of MER on performance was confirmed by the present study:

The homogenous representations were related to enhanced mental

effort and perceived difficulty of the material, leading to losses in per-

formance. This result confirms the hypothesis that dual-coded hetero-

geneous MERs spare cognitive resources. Following the CTML and

the ITPC model, homogeneous MERs are expected to overload the

verbal channel of working memory, and consequently, performance is

affected negatively. Because the heterogeneous MERs always contain

a graphical representation, the results further correspond to the find-

ings of Yung and Paas (2015) on primary school children: The authors

found higher learning performance on mathematical tasks and

reduced cognitive load when the tasks were enriched with visual

representations.

Replicating the results of Ott et al. (2018), heterogeneous MERs

triggered more transitions across the representations than homoge-

neous MERs. However, the number of transitions was not confirmed

to mediate the effect of MER type on performance. This could be due

to the fact that gaze switches are assumed to be indicators for inte-

gration attempts, but the mere number of transitions cannot serve as

an indicator for the quality of these attempts to integrate information.

In addition, because all representations in this study were functionally

equivalent, transitions were, in practice, not necessary and might offer

no advantage for problem solving. Subjects rather chose their pre-

ferred representation (e.g., the easily accessible graphic) and then dis-

regarded the other representations that were part of the

respective MER.

Hypothesis 4 concerned the previous finding that text representa-

tions have a significant impact on performance in MERs. Ainsworth

(2006) assumes that MERs are useful for learning and problem solving

if they fulfill specific functions. One of these functions is the con-

straining function, which implies that one representation, which can

be called the reference representation (Ott et al., 2018), is either eas-

ier to understand or more familiar to the learner and therefore is used

to make sense of the other representation. The current study aimed

to investigate whether text could be confirmed as the reference
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representation in another mathematical domain. The results con-

tradicted Ott et al.'s (2018) findings: For the new material of the cur-

rent study, text-based representations of linear systems of equations

were clearly inferior to graphic and equation, whereas the graphical

representation proved to be the most beneficial.

The following exploratory results provide a deeper insight into the

usage of different representations within MERs.

Taking a closer look at the graphic, results showed that subjects

not only performed faster for the single graphical representation than

for the single text condition but also performed even faster than for

the multiple homogeneous condition while mastering the same num-

ber of items. The advantage in efficiency of the single graphical repre-

sentation over the multiple homogeneous MER, as the only MER

without a graphical representation, highlights the striking role of the

graphical-based representation for linear system of equation prob-

lems. The superior role of the graphic was also displayed in partici-

pants' ratings: It was clearly assessed as most helpful representation.

Concerning the representation equation within different MERs,

results revealed that time investment for homogeneous MERs

(equation + text) was higher than for the heterogeneous combination

of equation and graphic. When combined with text, the equation was

clearly favored by the participants to solve systems of equations.

However, it could not compensate for the time saving effect of a

graphical representation, which seemed to be especially helpful in an

equation-containing MER. Findings merely about performance could

lead to the conclusion that adding an equation to the graphical repre-

sentation did not helpfully complement the graphic. However, gaze

behavior revealed that subjects being provided with a combination of

equation and graphic considered both representations to the same

extent. Moreover, gaze switches were especially high for heteroge-

neous MERs (e.g., graphic + equation; see Hypothesis 3). These results

indicate that subjects in fact actively worked with both representa-

tions and that translation processes took place. Following Ainsworth

(2006), these findings lead to the assumption that the MER composed

of equation and graphic fulfilled the function of a deeper understand-

ing. Consistent with the CTML and ITPC model, translating processes

between graphic and formula should lead to integration of

corresponding information of the provided representations. Through

integrating the concrete and accessible graphic with the abstract

equation, a new mental construct could be established. Prior research

also revealed that equation representations can have their specific

advantages (Müller & Heise, 2006), particularly for complex problem

solving (Nathan, Stephens, Masarik, Alibali, & Koedinger, 2002;

complexity–representation interaction, Koedinger, Alibali, &

Nathan, 2008).

With respect to the representation text, gaze data indicated that

subjects avoided the text when working with homogeneous MERs, as

they attended to it less often and for shorter times than to the equa-

tion. Concerning the combination of text and graphic, subjects

attended to graphic more often and longer than to text, which

matches the findings of Lindner et al. (2017). In combination with the

holistically depicted, and thus easily accessible graphic, the complex

and abstract text even seemed to be almost fully neglected. In

addition, graphic was fixated last more often than text, which might

simply be explained by the subject's prevalent attendance to the

graphic. Text seemed to be avoided by the participants whenever pos-

sible, and if it became unavoidable as single representation, the neces-

sary time investment increased. The neglect of text was supported by

the subject's ratings as it was considered as the least helpful

representation.

The MER combining all three representations at once (text,

graphic, and equation) stands out from the other MERs. On the one

hand, it can be logically classified as a heterogeneous MER because

it contains analogous as well as symbolic representations. On the

other hand, it can be seen as a hybrid condition providing homoge-

neous as well as heterogeneous MERs. With respect to this special

MER, graphics and equations were attended to more often and lon-

ger than text. Hence, in line with the previous results, text was

neglected. Graphic was checked last more often than text or equa-

tion and thus proved to be especially important to finally solve the

task. Furthermore, there were more gaze switches between graphic

and equation than between the symbolic representations, text and

equation. These findings indicate that subjects preferred to work

with the heterogeneous combination of equation and graphic rather

than with text-including MERs, when they were given the possibility

to choose between MERs within the threefold representation.

Again, this underlines the assumed function of a deeper understand-

ing (Ainsworth, 2006) for the MER being composed of graphic and

equation.

All in all, these findings beyond the hypotheses lead to the

assumption that, for linear system of equation tasks as particular

kind of mathematical problem solving, graphic might be the most

used and helpful representation. The superior role of the graphic

over text is especially remarkable given that Ott et al. (2018) found

evidence for text as a reference representation in their study using

propositional logic tasks. On the one hand, these contradictory

results emphasize the dependence of a representation's role on the

specific material and problem-solving context (Ainsworth, 2006). On

the other hand, the discrepancy could at least be partly due to the

fact that Ott et al.'s graphical representations were not information-

ally rich and thus their effect might have been limited. As the

authors stated, their material on propositional logic tasks differed

from typical multimedia studies in that the graphic representations

did not contain any relevant spatial information. Therefore, Ott

et al. assumed that using material with informationally richer illustra-

tions would have a more substantive effect when added to a sym-

bolic representation. This assumption was confirmed in the current

study. Because Ott et al.'s tasks could not be solved using only the

informationally inferior graphic, subjects had to at least in part use

the equation or text to find the solution. The symbolic language of

the equations presented in Ott et al.'s experiments was completely

new to the participants, as only novices lacking domain-specific

knowledge (apart from the given explanations) took part in their

study. Therefore, when choosing between text and equation, sub-

jects most likely referred to the textual representations, which

appeared most familiar. In contrast to that, the symbolic language of
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equations depicted in the present study was familiar to all of the

participants, although math experts were excluded from the study

as well. This was due to the fact that the respective kind of mathe-

matical equation is frequently used in math class at school. Even

participants having little experience in working with the specific kind

of equation-solving problems were at least familiar with the appear-

ance and structure of the used symbolic language. Consequently,

when choosing a representation to solve the task, subjects of the

present study might either have favored the equation as a more

familiar representation, which they were often confronted with in

school, or they preferred the easily accessible, colorful, and

attention-catching graphic that also contained all the necessary

information to solve the task. Contrary to Ott et al.'s study, the text

representation inhered no perceived benefit over the other repre-

sentations for the participants, which could explain the fact that it

was mostly neglected.

Further exploratory analyses showed that not only the design of

the representations influenced how subjects dealt with the equation-

solving problems but also learner characteristics such as verbal mem-

ory and prior knowledge, which will be discussed below.

Subjects showing good performance in a verbal memory test mas-

tered homogeneous MERs (text + equation) even better than the het-

erogeneous MERs. Following the ITPC model and CTML, the symbolic

representations text and equation are both processed in the verbal

channel of the working memory, thus leading to an overload of this

channel. Subjects scoring high in verbal memory seem to cope better

with a high load in the verbal working memory channel. This assump-

tion complements the findings of Hypothesis 3, namely, that a high

cognitive load might be the reason for losses in performance con-

cerning homogeneous MERs. A high verbal memory capacity might

compensate for the high extrinsic cognitive load caused by homoge-

neous MERs and thus prevent losses in performance. Furthermore,

the results could possibly be explained through the assumption that

the supportive function (Ainsworth, 2006) of homogeneous MERs

might only come into effect when verbal memory was high. This could

be due to the fact that high verbal memory capacity makes the textual

representations appear more accessible and easier to deal with. Con-

sequently, translating processes between the symbolic representa-

tions could be facilitated, and a function of deeper understanding

could be met by the MER, resulting in benefits in performance. How-

ever, the particular function of the MER and underlying processes

remained unclear. As such, the relationship between verbal

memory and performance in homogeneous MERs requires further

investigation.

Moreover, prior knowledge about systems of equations proved to

be related to task difficulty and performance: The higher participants

scored in the prior knowledge test, the lower the assessed item diffi-

culty was and the better was the performance concerning the items.

The negative relationship between rated task difficulty and prior

knowledge matches the findings of Kalyuga, Ayres, Chandler, and

Sweller (2003). Increased prior knowledge is associated with a reduc-

tion in intrinsic cognitive load, which could compensate for the higher

extraneous cognitive load stemming from the homogeneous MER

condition's more demanding task representation. This assumption

relates to the finding that expertise moderated the relationship

between type of representation and performance in other domains

(e.g., Ainsworth, 2006; Cromley et al., 2017; Kozma, 2003;

Rau, 2017).

Previous research (e.g., Holmqvist et al., 2011) led to the

assumption of a positive relationship between total fixation dura-

tion and indicators of cognitive load. The fact that this relationship

was not confirmed in the current study might not necessarily be

due to a weakness of the cognitive load scale but rather in partici-

pants guessing or skipping very challenging items of high cognitive

load. This would result in shorter fixation times for demanding

items.

4.1 | Limitations and future research

The first limitation concerns differences in salience of the representa-

tions that depicted equation-solving problems in the present study.

Whereas text and equation were illustrated black and white and

depicted as simple as possible, the graphical representations con-

tained discs in three different colors. Due to the attention-catching

graphic, subjects might have focused on the analogous representation

first. Further, because no other representation was needed to solve

the task, participants might have then stuck to the graphic for the

continued problem-solving process. Further research should make use

of graphics designed in black and white to ensure similarly salient rep-

resentations. It remains to be investigated whether the preference for

the black-and-white graphical representations would still be as strong

as depicted in the present study.

The second limitation concerns the sample. Because only novices

of slightly different levels took part in our study, future research

should compare how real experts and novices master homogeneous

and heterogeneous MERs of linear systems of equations and thus fur-

ther investigate the role of prior knowledge. Pronounced prior knowl-

edge could also affect integration processes in MERs and reveal an

interrelationship that remained hidden in the present study.

Third, the present study could only infer the composition of

intrinsic and extraneous cognitive load during the equation-solving

tasks because it was not assessed differentially. Taking into account

the substantial impact of cognitive load on task performance regard-

ing heterogeneous and homogeneous MERs, a future study should

shed light on its composition during tasks providing different repre-

sentations. Because prior knowledge should lead to a reduction in

intrinsic cognitive load, the question arises if these free resources of

an expert could be used to cope with higher extraneous load such as

that caused by homogeneous representations.

4.2 | Practical implications and conclusion

In math education, the use of MERs is quite common. However, partic-

ularly with the topic of equation solving, graphical representations are
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used infrequently, and if they are, it is typically only in the introduction

phase of equations. The current study could show that MERs are

indeed more helpful than single representations to students who have

basic knowledge in this domain but not much practice in solving linear

systems of equations. However, heterogeneous MERs that include a

graphical representation could even be more helpful for absolute nov-

ices. The mobile as a concrete graphical interpretation of linear systems

of equations resulted in great appeal on the students' part, and it could

be even more appealing for school students starting to work with sys-

tems of equations to provide them with an easily accessible and analo-

gous representation of the topic. This assumption is supported by Yung

and Paas' (2015) finding on the beneficial effect of visual representa-

tions added to mathematics tasks for primary school children.

Moreover, the current research gives some indication for applying

the principle of desirable difficulty, that is, creating a challenging

learning environment that fosters long-term retention and transfer

(Bjork, 1994). When training experts (e.g., pupils in intensified math

school courses or students taking math courses in college) to reach

their maximum performance in linear system of equations tasks, the

required investment of mental effort should be set high by the

instructor. As the present study showed, this can be achieved by pro-

viding homogeneous MERs. Hence, experts would profit most from

the tasks.

In conclusion, the results of the present study match previous

research showing that MERs were superior to single representations.

Homogeneous MERs triggered particularly high cognitive load

resulting in performance losses compared with heterogeneous MERs.

The easily accessible and holistic graphic proved to be the most help-

ful representation. The MER composed of graphic and equation prob-

ably fulfilled the function of a deeper understanding. Different types

of MERs could be used to adapt the level of difficulty to the learner's

skill level. Novices who start solving linear system of equation tasks

should be supported with the graphical representation to foster trans-

lation processes and thus gain a deeper understanding of the abstract

symbolic language.
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M (SD)

Condition 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Time on task per

item(s)

104.73 (57.33) 146.08 (67.67) 164.58 (72.21) 169.58 (86.27) 118.83 (44.32) 127.93 (51.07) 150.78 (73.20)

Number of correctly

solved itemsa
1.40 (0.81) 1.13 (0.82) 1.23 (0.77) 1.60 (0.62) 1.37 (0.67) 1.50 (0.57) 1.40 (0.67)

Mental effortb 5.65 (1.30) 6.47 (1.46) 7.20 (1.06) 6.67 (1.33) 6.10 (1.25) 6.17 (1.36) 5.95 (1.37)

Task difficultyb 5.30 (1.49) 6.50 (1.70) 7.15 (1.08) 6.60 (1.59) 5.72 (1.42) 5.88 (1.42) 5.87 (1.33)

Transition count 3.45 (3.05) 5.09 (4.92) 6.40 (5.82)

aOut of two per condition.
bRated on a 9-point Likert scale.

APPENDIX A: | Means (M) and standard deviations (SDs) per representational condition for the dependent and mediator variables

regarding Hypotheses 1 to 3

M (SD)

Condition 4 5 6 7

Formula Text Formula Graphic Text Graphic Formula Text Graphic

Total fixation

duration

75.42

(39.17)

19.04

(23.64)

25.63

(31.11)

41.59

(30.01)

11.95

(11.75)

61.13

(41.11)

32.49

(48.68)

5.53 (7.96) 52.16

(35.39)

Visit duration 14.71

(9.94)

5.01 (6.06) 7.06 (8.46) 10.67

(8.77)

2.20 (2.37) 13.00

(11.02)

6.70 (8.73) 1.12 (.93) 10.12

(7.66)

Fixation count 282.10

(186.25)

91.85

(120.90)

90.07

(91.20)

154.45

(8.77)

59.02

(55.13)

220.10

(126.66)

105.77

(127.08)

26.55

(33.93)

184.70

(122.59)

Visit count 10.05

(6.82)

6.15 (3.93) 7.08 (8.46) 10.15

(6.46)

7.83 (5.41) 11.53

(6.27)

6.95 (5.33) 4.78 (2.98) 9.73 (5.57)

Time to first

fixation

910.89

(393.42)

888.08

(383.99)

970.02

(450.29)

958.51

(454.79)

902.74

(348.35)

902.66

(346.70)

878.72

(374.06)

879.97

(378.11)

883.71

(376.45)

Last fixation 1.17 (.65) 0.70 (.60) 0.80 (0.55) 0.99 (0.67) 0.53 (0.63) 1.30 (0.70) 0.50 (0.51) 0.30 (0.47) 1.20 (.66)

Abbreviations: MER, multiple external representation.

APPENDIX B: | Means (M) and standard deviations (SDs) of eye-tracking measures for the particular representations within the MERs

of conditions 4 to 7
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APPENDIX C: | Moderation analyses

Verbal memory Prior knowledge Paper-folding testa Card-rotation testb

b t p b t p b t p b t p

Constant 1.46 25.15 <.001 1.47 25.37 <.001 1.47 25.07 <.001 1.47 24.79 < .001

MER type 0.17 1.27 0.208 0.16 1.16 0.249 0.17 1.27 0.208 0.17 1.26 0.211

Moderator −0.12 −0.81 0.421 0.19 2.86 0.005 0.05 1.83 0.069 0.00 0.62 0.534

MER type × moderator 0.11 2 0.048 −0.00 −0.02 0.982 0.02 0.29 0.774 0.01 0.96 0.338

Abbreviations: MER, multiple external representation.
aScore was calculated by the number of correctly solved items minus one fifth number of incorrect items.
bScore was calculated by the number of correctly solved items minus number of incorrect items.
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